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I want to personally thank all the musicians 
who have contributed to this little book. I 
know that they all want to wish you every 
success on your musical journey, and that's 
why they were happy to share an invaluable 
practice tip. 

Fiona Berry 
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                                      Effective Music Practice

Alright. While it’s no secret that you need to 
practice to improve on your instrument, what you 
do in that time can make a massive difference to 
your progress. 

 

(And if you’re reading this right now, then you’re 
likely one of those people who wants to achieve 
more).


The reality is this…


More practice does not necessarily mean 
more progress. 

Sure professional musicians practice for hours 
per day. 


However, they have developed their level of 
concentration, discipline and knowledge through 
literally thousands of hours of practice.


They know all their scales, chord sequences and 
patterns.


All of them can play with a metronome and 
identify bars that will need concentrated practice 
at a glance.


Here’s the thing though they can do that because 
they’ve spent years practising effectively.


Practice is a skill that you have to learn like 
any other.  

There are ways and methods that you can use to 
make learning a piece of music much faster.


For some, these methods will push you out of 
your comfort zone, challenge you, and probably 
frustrate you at times. 


BUT if you stick with it, you’ll notice that when 
you have a plan, break things into bite-size 
chunks and practice little and often you’ll reap 
the rewards as your level of progress rapidly 
increases.
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For over 20 years, I’ve been teaching 
music, and since 2016 I have been 
travelling the world as a music 
examiner for Trinity College London.


I’ve examined thousands of students 
on a wide array of music. 


I’ve met with so many music teachers, 
academy leaders, conservatoire 
lecturers and professional musicians, 
and I’ve developed a deep 
understanding of the best ways to 
practice to achieve a high level of 
performance. 

Hi I’m Fiona Berry  
BMus (Hons), L.R.SM, L.T.C.L, L.L.C.M
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As a Trinity College examiner and 
music adjudicator for the world 
federation of festivals, I have a unique 
behind-the-scenes perspective of what 
works in music lessons and practice- 
and I’ve got experience in almost every 
western instrument and style of music 
you can think of.


I’m talking about everything from Bach, 
Chopin, and Debussy to Rock & Pop, 
Jazz and Contemporary music, on 
piano, woodwind, brass, strings, 
drums, guitar, bands and ensembles.


Throughout it all, I’ve discovered what 
works, what doesn’t, and the subtle 
nuances. I know what things make a 
BIG difference in the success of 
students versus those that struggle 
and lack confidence in their 
performances.
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                                      Effective Music Practice

Whether you are a beginner Or 
accomplished player, THESE TIPS will 
help You! 
I have lots of information on effective practice on 
my Facebook page, in the Facebook Group, on 
the Learn Music Together website, and I know 
these tips work across all instruments. 


I also have a lot of friends who are renowned 
musicians and knowing that I wanted to tap into 
their collective brilliance. So, I asked them this 
question:


What is the number one tip that you give to 
anyone looking to make better use of their 
practice time to get better results? 

There were no rules, no time constraints and 
nothing was off-limits.


It could have been related to their instrument... or 
about an area of technique…warm up routine…


Regardless of which category they chose, every 
one of these tips is incredibly valuable.

And they generally fall into two categories:


Planning- Preparing your practice and mental 
mind


Effective Practice- Playing slowly, little and 
often.


So take a minute, read through this entire 
document. It’s jam-packed with bite size practice 
tips.


And I know if you take only a couple of the tips 
and put them into practice it will make a massive 
difference in your musical progress.
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01 Andy Scott - Saxophonist & Composer

'Stay in the present '

Concentration and mental focus i.e. not 
allowing our minds to wander or be 
distracted is key for me. 

This allows us to achieve more in ten 
minutes than some people do in an 
hour (that aren't present). 

It also mentally prepares us for the 
concentration required in a 
performance!

Learn more about Andy here.

Andy is a highly accomplished saxophonist, a composer in 
demand and a skilled educator. He has led workshops and 
courses around the globe and is an endorsee of Henri Selmer 
Saxophones and Vandoren.   

As a performer, he has toured the world with the Apollo 
Saxophone Quartet and his ensemble Sax Assault. He’s made 
numerous recordings with Decca/Argo, Black Box, BMG and 
Quartz.  

As a solo artist Andy performed the Richard Rodney Bennett 
Concerto for Stan Getz with the BBC Concert Orchestra at the 
Queen Elizabeth Hall. His compositions feature on over 40 
albums, and he won the British composer award in 2006. 

“Andy Scott is a consummate musician. He knows about a 
wide variety of music, can write and play in these styles with 
great expertise, and is a dynamic teacher in these areas as 
well.” 
Bob Mintzer 

PRACTICETIP
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02 James Smale -Percussionist
James is a drummer and percussionist who believes strongly in 
the power of music to shape and transform lives. As an 
educator, he has worked as a drum kit and percussion tutor at 
Dartington College of Arts, as Head of Instrumental Studies at 
Taunton School and as Head of Music and Performing Arts at 
Buckswood School.  

James was the Music Curriculum Specialist for the Ministry of 
Education in the UAE, where he was responsible for designing 
the music curriculum. Highlights of James' performance career 
include playing as guest principal percussion with Oper Graz in 
Alban Berg's Lulu.  

He was principal percussionist with Ensemble Zeitfluss and has 
also performed with the Recreation Orchester, the Grazer 
Philharmoniker and Harnoncourt's Styriarte Festspiele. 

James plays drums in the Fly Quartet and has played with the 
Neil Burns Trio, Louise Parker Trio, Charlie Hearnshaw, Scott 
Stroman and in many shows. 
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03 Brian Husband -Opera Singer

‘Practice Little and Often '

My practice tip is always: little and often 

Practice for a maximum of 10 minutes 
in one session.

Aim for a minimum of 3 practice 
sessions every day.

Stay focused and concentrate on one 
aspect of technique per session,

Life as a singer, actor, teacher, adjudicator and ski instructor is 
what keeps Bryan challenged, solvent, and amused. He has 
performed in opera houses, and musicals around the UK. 
Abroad, Brian has appeared on TV and radio and made many 
recordings.  

He is a tenor amongst tenors, having sung with Luciano 
Pavarotti, Placido Domingo, Andrea Bocelli, Roberto Alagna and 
Josh Groban, to name a few.  

Recitals have seen Bryan singing programmes ranging from the 
standard Lieder and Mélodie repertoire to 'Songs from the 
Shows', and from Purcell to Britten. Concerts include 'Opera 
Dinner' evenings and after-dinner entertainment, ranging from 
guest appearances to open-air performances. 

Brian currently teaches musical theatre at Trinity Laban 
Conservatoire of Music and Dance   

PRACTICETIP
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04 Sebastiaan De Krom - Drummer

‘Play both new & old repertoire’

Practice both what you know (oiling the 
machine- pieces that you know and are 
comfortable with) 

And

what you don’t know (something 
completely new- challenge yourself 
with new repertoire.)

Born in Holland Sebastian now lives in London 
He’s a graduate of cum laude and has a Masters Degree from 
the New England Conservatory. 

In 1995 he won the prestigious Buddy Rich Award and from 
1997/9 was the drummer for the renowned Thelonious Monk 
Institute Jazz Performance programme.  
He has performed with artists such as Herbie Hancock and John 
Scofield, and between 2001/8 played the drums in Jamie 
Cullum’s regular touring and recording rhythm section.  

Currently, Seb is the drummer of choice for a wide variety of 
top UK jazz musicians and groups – he is also a drum tutor at 
BIMM London, the Purcell School and Musical Director of the 
NYJO Academy Big Band. 

PRACTICETIP
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05 Andrew Collis - Recorder

‘Don’t start at the beginning’

Sometimes for variety work on a 
movement or a piece in lines or 
sections.

Start at the end and progress towards 
the beginning. 

Then play all the way through. This 
ensures that you learn a piece 
thoroughly.

Learn more about Andrew here.

Andrew has been a Finalist in the Moeck/SRP International  
Solo Recorder Competition on two occasions and performed  
at prestigious venues across the UK including St.John’s 
Smith Square and the Barbican.  

He studied with Paul Clark in Birmingham and Philip Thorby 
at Trinity College of Music before further studies with Eve 
O’Kelly. Festival appearances include the Brighton, 
Birmingham and Cheltenham International Festivals.  

His critically acclaimed CDs “Exposure” and “Fusion” 
combine a wide range of musical styles and premiere 
recordings. Andrew has commissioned new works for his 
baroque ensemble The Stanesby Players. 

He has appeared as part of the Edge Contemporary Music 
Series. Performances abroad include Hong Kong, Australia and 
Malaysia. As an examiner for Trinity and an adjudicator he has 
worked in the UK and worldwide.  

PRACTICETIP
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06 Jon Giylaci - Classical Guitar

‘Create a daily practice routine that 
becomes a habit’

Don’t wait to be inspired or motivated to 
practice. 

Motivation comes and goes but habit 
never fails. 

Never underestimate the power of 
compound time. 30 minutes a day is 
3.5 hours a week, 14 hours a month, 
168 hours a year! That’s a lot of 
practice hours!”

Regarded by The Guardian as "impressively expert" and by 
Classical Guitar Magazine as "a highly talented player", Jon 
Gjylaci is in increasing demand as a performer and teacher. 

Alongside his teaching career, Jon has been giving concerts, 
recitals and masterclasses across the UK and Europe. He has 
appeared in venues such as St Martin-in-the-Fields, Cadogan 
Hall, The Bridgewater Hall and Liverpool University to name 
but a few.  

In recent years, Jon has given several World Premieres of 
new guitar works and collaborated with various Orchestras 
around the world. Jon has appeared live on BBC Radio 3 and 
was selected as one of their 'BBC Classical Introducing 
Artists' and his album 'Edges of Thought' was named by 
'Classical Guitar Magazine' as one of the Top 10 best 
classical guitar recordings of 2017. 

Classical Guitar Magazine  

"…very impressive technical ability, which enables him to flash 
around the fingerboard in an apparently effortless manner." 

PRACTICETIP
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07 Lucy Nolan - Harp

‘Have your own special practise space’

Whether this be a corner or area of a 
room or if you’re very lucky a 
dedicated room!  

Have everything you need for an 
effective practice in this area- pencil, 
metronome, notepad, music, 
chocolate! etc…. 

And know every time you go to 
practice here it is your space where 
you can go into your musical zone and 
have everything you need on hand! 

Lucy has won numerous awards for stunning 
performances including the Margaret Irene Seymour 
Award, the Archibald Jackson Prize for outstanding 
postgraduate results, the Alice Horsman Scholarship and 
the Oxford Philomusica Young Artists' platform.  

She was also selected to perform as a finalist in the 
2019 Gold Medal weekend and as a soloist at the World 
Harp Congress in Hong Kong. 

Lucy has performed in some of the UK's most 
prestigious concert venues, including Cadogan Hall, The 
Sage and Bridgewater Hall. She has also played on ITV's 
drama, Victoria, Channel 4's Hollyoaks and at Lambeth 
Palace for the Archbishop of Canterbury. 

Lucy regularly performs with the award-winning Chroma 
Harp Duo. They were awarded first prize in the London 
Camac Harp Ensemble Competition and the UK Harp 
Association's prize for the best performance of a British 
work. 

PRACTICETIP
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08 Nick Powlesland - Guitar

‘Special Tip for Guitarists’

Position your music stand to the left 
side rather than centrally in front of 
you. 

This means you can observe the music 
and keep your left hand in view at the 
same time. 

It also means your sound is not 
blocked by the stand and the visual 
quality for the audience, when 
performing is greatly enhanced. 

And know every time you go to 

Nick is an accomplished teacher, composer and 
performer.  He has been involved in the creation of a 
number of Guildhall and Trinity guitar grade syllabuses 
over the past 20 years and his Real Guitar books are 
incredibly popular.  

He is Guitar Consultant for Trinity and has composed 
pieces and exercises for the Classical, Plectrum Guitar 
and Rock and Pop syllabuses.   

He also performs regularly in Musical Theatres across 
the Uk and he has tutored for the World Youth Guitar 
Festival. 

Check out Nick’s Real Guitar books on Camden Music. 

PRACTICETIP
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09 Dr Paul Nevins- Trumpet

‘Strive to be as relaxed as possible’
This will enhance both your mental focus and 
your physical posture. A few ideas for you to 
try and achieve this relaxed but focused state:  

Slow arm stretches - out in front and to the 
sides. Slow neck rolls - both clockwise and 
anticlockwise. Slow shoulder rolls - forwards 
and then backwards.  

Deep breathing exercises - slowly inhale to 
full capacity, hold your breath for a couple of 
seconds, then exhale slowly.  

Yoga breathing exercises are excellent. The 
emphasis should be doing these exercises 
slowly and in between each exercise take a 
few seconds rest to ensure you stay relaxed.  

Dr Paul Nevins studied trumpet at the Royal Academy of 
Music and completed his teaching certificate at Bretton 
Hall College.  

He has taught at all levels of education and 
has been the trumpet teacher at Keele University since 
1993.  

As a freelance trumpeter, Paul has performed 
with the Hallé Orchestra, the English National Opera and 
the Welsh National Opera. He also performs with English 
Pro Musica.  

His PhD thesis was entitled the Trumpet in Transition. It 
takes an in-depth look at the history of the trumpet and 
its players in the United Kingdom through the music and 
relationships of Sir Edward Elgar. 

Paul is also an examiner for Trinity College London and 

PRACTICETIP
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10   Jamie Taylor- Jazz Guitar

‘Always end on a positive’

When you’ve been practising and 
finding finding something really hard, 
don’t chuck your instrument down in 
anger. 

It’s easy to get frustrated but always 
finish with 10 minutes of something 
you can already play. 

Jamie Taylor is a jazz guitarist who maintains a busy 
performing schedule. He has been privileged to work 
along the way with some fantastic musicians across a 
range of styles, such as Sheryl Bailey, Baptiste Herbin, 
Roni Ben-Hur, Tori Freestone, Steve Fishwick, Laura 
Jurd, Sebastiaan DeKrom, The Pigeon Detectives, 
members of Cinematic Orchestra and the list goes on.  

He has reaped praise from critics such as the Guardian’s 
John Fordham and Jazzwise’s Robert Shore. JT regularly 
features as one of the masters on Mikes Masterclasses 
and teachers at both Leeds College of Music and the 
University of Sheffield. 

He is a Hofner artist and uses Thomastik-Infeld strings, 
supplied by agreement with Barnes & Mullins. 

You can check out Jamie’s website here. 

“An uncanny ability…always grooving.” 
Matt Warnock, Just Jazz Guitar 

“An alternative perspective on the blues legacy, taking in 
elements of swing, bop, and funk. It’s clever, engaging 
stuff.” 
Robert Shore, Jazzwise 

PRACTICETIP
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11   Dr Steve Gisby- Bass Guitar

‘Practice getting slower not faster’

Can you you play an exercise, or piece of 
music, really slowly, without rushing, with 
full control of technique? 

As you play it, pay particularly close 
attention to: 

• The length of the notes 
• Intonation 
• Tone 
• Dynamics 
• Phrasing 

Can you play a piece of music at half the 
original tempo and still achieve the 
expressive range of the music? 

Playing slowly is like putting yourself under 
a microscope. 

Steve Gisby is a composer, bass guitarist, lecturer, writer 
and examiner. 
  
His music explores mathematical processes and 
combinatorial structures. He has given presentations at 
numerous universities including IRCAM in Paris, Lille 
Conservatoire, the Sibelius Academy in Helsinki, Furman 
University in South Carolina, California State University 
at Long Beach to name but a few! 

He is a lecturer at the Institute of Contemporary Music 
Performance in London and Steve’s compositions have 
been performed, recorded and broadcast across the 
world.  

He has performed with a wide variety of ensembles, including 
appearances at Ronnie Scotts, the 100 Club and the Edinburgh 
Festival, as well as on HTV West (ITV), Channel 4, and 
satellite broadcasts around the world. 

You can learn more about Dr Steve Gisby here. 

PRACTICETIP
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12   Jeffery Wilson- Saxophone & Composer

‘Two way Street’
During or after every practice session, think of a 
question you want to ask your teacher about 
the things you have discovered or are curious 
about.

Tell your teacher how you think and feel about 
music and practice. Get them to tell you what 
they believe and think about it too.

While it is good to review things in practice 
time, always try something new in your session. 

It could be a fresh piece, an internet search 
about your instrument/voice or an artist, some 
contextual listening, reading around the subject 
or even having fun with improvisation!

Jeffery Wilson is coordinator and Professor of Composition 
at Junior Guildhall, Professor of Saxophone at the Royal 
Military School of Music, examiner for the music faculty at 
Cambridge University and examiner and adviser for Trinity 
College London. His works are widely published and 
performed, a recent success being his Saxophone Concerto, 
‘Testament’. 

He performs regularly with Saxology and Triptych and with 
various artists in his own project The Reduced History of 
Jazz, with performances and recordings ranging from 
classical and contemporary to pop and jazz. He studied at 
the Royal College of Music, Cambridge and Paris and 
numbers among his teachers, Gordon Jacob, John Lambert, 
Herbert Howells, Aladar Majorossy and Olivier Messiaen.

Jeffery's compositions feature on exam syllabus's around the 
world. He is phenomenal at introducing students to Jazz and 
has been a mentor of mine for many years. 

Check out his website and list of compositions here. 

PRACTICETIP
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13   Sarah Watts- Bass Clarinet

‘Daily Scale Practice’

Scales are the key to being able to play all 
music of all genres.


Try a note centre a day. (Advanced students)


Day 1: C Major, C Minors, C dominant, C 
diminished, C chromatic and C arpeggios.


Then the following days use a rotational 
system for all other notes.


Scale practice at the start of every practice will 
unlock the door to your technique.


If you are new to scales, focus on one scale 
until you are confident that you can play it 
really well.


Sarah studied clarinet at the Royal Academy of Music and went 
on to specialise in Bass clarinet at the Rotterdam 
Conservatorium under the guidance of Henri Bok.  


She has won numerous awards, including Howarth clarinet 
competition, Hawkes Clarinet prize, Sir Arthur Bliss Chamber 
Music Prize, to name only a few.  


She is highly regarded throughout the world and has had many 
works written for her.  Sarah teaches bass clarinet at the Royal 
Northern College of Music and is Director Performance at 
Sheffield University.  


She hosts clarinet courses  on the Isle of Raasay in Scotland 
and tutors on many clarinet courses around the world.  


Sarah has a PhD and is the author of ‘Spectral Immersions; A 
Comprehensive Guide to the Theory and Practice of Bass 
Clarinet Multiphonics.  As a performer she is endorsed by 
Selmer Paris, Vandoren Uk and Silverstein and regularly 
performs with Hard Rain Ensemble, Rarescale and SCAW . 

You can read more about Sarah’s works on her website. 

PRACTICETIP
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14   Paul Harris- Composer, Author & Educator

‘Practice is a place – it’s a very special place’

Only go there when you really want to. Twenty minutes 
of energetic, thoughtful and positive practice, with 
clear intentions and imagination turned fully on is 
worth maybe hours of dutiful but bland and possibly 
disengaged practice. 

Never play, or sing, anything before you’ve decided 
what you wish to achieve. Never repeat a note, an 
exercise, a passage until you’ve decided how you’re 
going to adapt or adjust what you did the previous 
time.  Make every moment count… and you’ll find 
yourself making progress at a pace you may well find 
surprising.   

Paul studied the clarinet at the Royal Academy of Music and 
the University of London, and is now one of the UK's leading 
educationalists. He has published over six hundred works 
covering a vast array of subjects within the realms of 
education.  
His series 'Improve Your Theory!' won the Music Teacher 
Best Print Resource Award. In addition he has written many 
works ranging from countless short education pieces to 
seven concertos, a ballet and a children’s opera. He has also 
co-authored major new biographies of Sir Malcolm Arnold, 
(Malcolm Arnold: Rogue Genius), Malcolm Williamson, 
(Malcolm Williamson: Mischievous Muse) and Sir Richard 
Rodney Bennett. He regularly writes for international music 
magazines such as Music Teacher, BBC Music Magazine, 
the ABRSM's Libretto, and the American ICA journal, Piano 
Professional, ESTA Journal.

He is also in great demand as a workshop and seminar leader 
and as an adjudicator around the world. His research on music 
and education has taken him to musical institutions around the 
world.  Paul performs regularly and is an examiner.  He 
frequently adjudicates at national events including the 
Chamber Music for Schools Competition, Music for Youth, the 
BBC Young Musician of the Year, and Classic FM's teacher of 
the year.  
Paul has created and and continues to develop Simultaneous 
Learning. This highly acclaimed approach to instrumental and 
singing teaching has found support all over the world.

Check out his website and list of compositions here. 

PRACTICETIP
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